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16. On the Simple Extension o a Space with
Respect to a Uniformity. I.
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In the prescott and the nex notes we shall develop a general
theory conceraing the simple exteasion of a space wih respect to
a uaiformity. As special cases we obtain various topological ex-
tension of spaces such as completions of uniform spaces in the
sense of A. Weil’) (or more generally in the sense of L. W. Cohen-))
and the bicompact extensions of T-spaces due to N. A. Shanin) (a
generalization of Wallma’s bicompactification).

1. Definitions. In the present note we say that R is a
space, if R is an aggregate of "points" and to each subset A of
R there corresponds a set , called the closure of A, with the
following properties"

) A2, 2) A=A,
3) AB implies, 4) =0.

Thus R is a neighbourhood space such that we can take as a
basis of neighbourhoods of a point p a family of open sets con-
taining p. As is well known a space which satisfies the additivity
of the closure operation A+B +/ is a T-space.

Let R be a space. A collection {1I ;ae $2} of open coverings
of R is called a un’.formity. Two uniformities {} .and {, are
called-equivalent, if for any lIe{lI} there exists a covering

e {,} wh.ich is a refinement of 1I, and conversely for any ,
there exists 1I {t} such that 1. is a refinement of . We say
thut a uniformity {l ;ae f2} agrees with the topology, if it satisfies
the condition"

(A) {S (p, 1) a y2} is a basis of neighbourhoods at each point
pofR.
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